
Teacher Name:  Ms. Megan Piernicky Room 213 
    (402) 571-2618 (ext. 6262) mpiernicky@omahamarian.org 

 
Availability: Blocks D and H; before and after school—Please make an appointment to ensure  

            availability 
 
Course Work:  Required work will be posted digitally and in the classroom 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Course Section Information 
 

Course Number:  135 
Course Name:  H/AP English Language & Composition 
 
Textbooks/Publishers: 
 
* Gladwell, Malcolm.  The Tipping Point.  New York: Little, Brown and Company, 2002. 
 
Graff, Gerald and Cathy Birkenstein.  They Say, I Say: The Moves that Matter in Academic Writing.  Third Edition. 

New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2014. 
 
Robbins, Alexandra.  The Geeks Shall Inherit the Earth: Popularity, Quirk Theory, and Why Outsiders Thrive After 

High School.  New York: Hyperion, 2011. 
 
Roskelly, Hepzibah and David Jolliffe.  Everyday Use: Rhetoric at Work in Reading and Writing.  New York: Pearson 

Education, Inc., 2005. 
 
* Shea, Renee H., Lawrence Scanlon, and Robin Dissin Aufses.  The Language of Composition: Reading, Writing, and 

Rhetoric.  Second Edition.  Boston: Bedford/St. Martin’s, 2013. 
 
* Westover, Tara.  Educated.  Random House, 2018. 
 
* Indicates required texts.  The other texts may be required later in the year.  Please see me if you need assistance in 
acquiring textbooks. 
 
Websites: 
 

Students should check their grades and attendance in PowerSchool on a regular basis.  
 

All writings must be submitted through <www.turnitin.com>.  
 

Assistance with writing Works Cited pages can be found at <https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/>. 
 
Other Materials: 
 

iPad apps, DVDs, CDs, class handouts, current online and print newspapers and magazines, 
online/database/print research sources, and websites 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

All policies and procedures are subject to change to fit the needs of this course and its students 
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Teaching Methodology 

1. Reading/annotation 
2. Class Discussion (graded and ungraded) 
3. Timed Essays 
4. In-Class Writing Lab 
5. Research Projects 
6. Peer Editing 
7. Small and Large Group Activities 

 
Course Objectives 
 
Students who successfully complete this course will be able to  

1. Read a wide selection of challenging work from various genres, time periods, authors, and perspectives. 
2. Demonstrate understanding, interpretation, and analysis of assigned texts using content-specific 

terminology. 
3. Engage with assigned texts through meaningful conversation and annotation. 
4. Write in a number of rhetorical modes and literary styles for a variety of audiences. 
5. Apply the revision and editing process, including the mechanics and conventions of academic writing. 
6. Apply MLA formatting and style guidelines to assigned writing. 
7. Demonstrate an improvement in vocabulary and grammar skills. 
8. Communicate ideas and voice confidently in interpersonal settings and presentations. 
9. Cultivate intellectual curiosity through critical thinking, research, and problem solving. 
10. Discern the validity, credibility, and reliability of information from a variety of sources. 
11. Utilize technology creatively, ethically, and responsibly. 
12. Practice personal leadership through self-advocacy, initiative, responsibility, and accountability. 
13. Have the opportunity for concurrent (dual) enrollment through a four-year university, potentially earning 

as many as six college credit hours 
 
Grading Policy 
 
H/AP English Language & Composition has been vetted and audited by the College Board and by Nebraska 
Wesleyan University.  The Advanced Placement audit for this Marian English course is annually renewed by the 
College Board.  Due to the College Board’s requirements and to the option of dual enrollment for a potential six 
college credit hours, the grading in H/AP English Language & Composition must be rigorous. 
 
Grades are based on a combination of any of the following: 

1. Unit examinations 
2. Comprehensive semester final examinations 
3. Major papers 
4. Research assignments and projects 
5. In-class timed writings 
6. Projects/presentations 
7. Class participation/preparedness for daily class 
8. Daily class attendance 
9. Class discussions 

All policies and procedures are subject to change to fit the needs of this course and its students 
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Cheating will not be tolerated.  Any assignment, test, project, quiz, or paper which evidences cheating will 
receive a zero and a phone call will be made home.  Secondary offenses will result in  disciplinary points as stated 
in the Marian Handbook.  Students may not make up points for the assignment, test, project, quiz, or paper. 
Additional consequences for violating the Academic Integrity Policy are outlined in the Marian Handbook (Sec. 
4.1). 
 
NO LATE WORK WILL BE ACCEPTED.  If a student is absent the day an assignment is due, it is expected on the 
day the student returns.  If a student knows she will be absent, please make arrangements with the teacher 
concerning due dates ahead of time.  Failing to complete homework on time will result in the student attending 
the mandatory after school iBlock.  Please see Appendix C for iBlock guidelines during the pandemic. 
 
English Department Paper Policy 

All major English papers and projects are due at a specific time on a specified date, as posted online. 
Major papers and projects turned in late will have no opportunity for full credit after this posted time and 
date, except in the event of a death in the family, hospitalization, or other catastrophic event.  Grading for 
late papers and projects begins at 69%; late papers and projects may be subject for further grade 
deduction.  Failure to submit a major paper or project will result in a grade of 0%, which may result in the 
failure of the course. 

 
English Department Extra-Credit Policy 

Students are encouraged to apply themselves to regular course work.  
NO extra-credit work is given in English courses. 
 

Plagiarism Policy 
In written work, plagiarism is the representation of another’s work as one’s own.  The use of excerpts, key 
phrases, or paraphrasing without acknowledging the sources, or the fabrication of sources, all constitute 
plagiarism.  Any of these methods of plagiarism will result in a grade of 0%, and students will not have the 
opportunity to revise or replace any such work.  PLAGIARISM IS CHEATING.  DISCIPLINE POINTS WILL 
ALSO BE ASSIGNED. 
 
In addition to plagiarism, there is a reuse of products issue that relates to academic integrity.  Whenever 
a student desires to recycle a product or assignment from a previous course and wishes to use it to fulfill a 
new assignment in a different course, there are at least these two conditions that must apply:  First, the 
student must be forthcoming about the reuse and seek advance approval from one or more instructors. 
Second, as a general rule, the product cannot be simply reused but must be extended significantly beyond 
its original form, and the nature of that extension must be fully communicated to and approved by the 
instructor(s). 
 

Attendance Policy 
Class attendance is mandatory and essential to success. 
 
Punctuality and preparedness are expected.  Tardiness with a signed pass will be recorded as an excused 
tardy.  All other tardies shall be recorded as unexcused tardies.  After the second unexcused tardy, and for 
every other tardy thereafter, students will receive one (1) disciplinary point. 
 

All policies and procedures are subject to change to fit the needs of this course and its students 
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“An amendment to LB79-209 requires that each school have a written policy on excessive absenteeism. 
Absenteeism in this matter refers to absences due to illness and/or personal reasons.  More than 10 class 
absences per semester is considered excessive.” 

~”Excessive absenteeism is a serious matter.  The course semester grade will be lowered by three 
(3) points if there are excessive absences.” (Parent/Student Handbook, Section 6.2) 

 
Communication Advocacy Policy (Section 3.2 in Parent/Student Handbook) 

In keeping with the tradition of developing confident, independent, thinking leaders, students who have a 
question or concern about their class or grade should first talk to the teacher.  If they are unable to reach a 
consensus, the student should then involve her guidance counselor, who will assist in her self-advocacy.  If an 
issue remains unresolved, the teacher, parent(s) and student will meet.  If consensus is not achieved once the 
aforementioned communication steps have been taken, the parent(s) should contact the Principal. 
 
Course Resources 

Please utilize all resources available for this course.  This pertains especially to our course calendar and 
digital handouts.  Please check the class homework board daily and seek clarification on all assignments.  Have a 
“buddy” in class that you can contact in the event that you are absent from class. 
 
Covid19  
Due to the ongoing disruptions that COVID19 has brought to schools and families, we will be flexible with your 
student if the need arises. However, it is up to the student to communicate these needs to the teacher via email.  If a 
student is learning in a remote environment, it is expected she will be watching and participating in class via Zoom. 
Please see Addendum C in the parent/student handbook for more information about virtual learning expectations. 
 

All policies and procedures are subject to change to fit the needs of this course and its students 
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